A Conceptual Definition of Vocational Rehabilitation Based on the ICF: Building a Shared Global Model
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Abstract Background The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) is a conceptual framework and classification system by the World Health Organization (WHO) to understand functioning. The objective of this discussion paper is to offer a conceptual definition for vocational rehabilitation (VR) based on the ICF. Method We presented the ICF as a model for application in VR and the rationale for the integration of the ICF. We also briefly reviewed other work disability models. Results Five essential elements of foci were found towards a conceptual definition of VR: an engagement or re-engagement to work, along a work continuum, involved health conditions or events leading to work disability, patient-centered and evidence-based, and is multi-professional or multidisciplinary. Conclusions VR refers to a multi-professional approach that is provided to individuals of working age with health-related impairments, limitations, or restrictions with work functioning and whose primary aim is to optimize work participation. We propose that the ICF and VR interface be explored further using empirical and qualitative works and encouraging stakeholders’ participation.
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Introduction

In the work disability arena, the International Labour Organization (ILO) strives to promote decent work and livelihood, job-related security and living standards in all countries. Further, the ILO advocates for rights at work, to encourage opportunities for decent employment, to enhance social protection and to strengthen dialogue on work-related issues [1]. In 2007, the World Health Organization (WHO) endorsed the global plan of action on workers’ health for the period 2008–2017 which makes the WHO in concert with the ILO. This action urges member states of the WHO towards the prevention, protection, and promotion of workers’ health, to put emphasis on workplace and employers’ roles, evidence for action and practice, and policy development and implementation [2]. It is clear that both United Nations agencies recognize critical issues concerning workers’ health and work disability in general.

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) which was approved by the World Health Assembly in 2001 [3] is a universal conceptual framework and classification system which was intended by the WHO to describe and understand the different components of functioning of a person given a health condition. We will use the ICF framework to argue the need for a conceptual definition of vocational rehabilitation (VR) within the context of work disability and participation in general.

Burden of Work Disability

People with disability participate less in the labour market than those without disability. In the European Union specifically, the number of people with disability who had employment was 22.3% less than those without disability [4]. The impact of work disability is evident not just at the person-level (lack of satisfaction, inability to cope, or loss of income) but is also its socioeconomic impact which may involve lost work productivity and increased healthcare expenses. Additional burden is on families and caregivers, and on co-workers who need to take on additional responsibilities [5, 6]. To address this burden, work disability management is essential.

The process of VR can be seen as a component of the overarching disability management in this paper. Using the ICF framework, disability as an object of rehabilitation, is a term associated with impairments of body structures and body functions, activity limitations, or participation restriction [3]. Therefore, disability is the opposite of functioning and when taken in the context of work is work disability. This paper argues that disability management is broad and encompasses all sort of disabilities to include work disability. Williams and Westmorland in their literature review, looked at the shared goal of workplace disability management in particular and how return-to-work (RTW) can be facilitated [7]. An earlier review of Tate [8], also makes a link between work disability and RTW by looking at general disability context. It is work disability that is the object of VR or RTW strategies [9–12] but not necessarily to the exclusion of other socioeconomic outcomes [13, 14] that may be associated with VR.

Addressing work disability is multifaceted given the various factors around the worker that need to be considered. One key component of work disability is vocational rehabilitation (VR), which is sometimes referred to as occupational rehabilitation or work or workplace rehabilitation [15]. Simply put, VR is a process of engaging or re-engaging a person with work. Obviously, this definition is too simplistic and would not necessarily satisfy all stakeholders in VR. As far as we know, a comprehensive definition of VR that is consented upon is currently unavailable. To promote the global advancement of VR knowledge and practice, we need a common conceptual definition of VR in order to properly identify VR-related services and their scope to help us decide how workers can benefit from those services. Comparable data and outcomes require a common conceptual framework. It appears that the design and delivery of current VR services may not be underpinned by a universal well-accepted concept. Hence, the objective of this discussion paper is to offer a conceptual definition for VR which is not bound by local delivery models and can be shared globally. Our specific aims are: (1) to present the different essential elements in the conceptual definition of VR and (2) to present the benefits and interface of using the ICF in VR.

Model Considerations for Defining VR

There are models on disability depending on the theoretical underpinning: medical, social and environmental, and biopsychosocial models [16–18]; each of which could be an attribute of VR-specific models briefly reviewed below. We recognize that VR-specific models could not be ignored as they play a complementary role along with the ICF, in explaining the full lived experience of patients or clients participating in a VR program. We know that there are a number of frameworks reported in the return-to-work (RTW) and work disability literature that have conceptualized or described the RTW process with important implication to VR [19–21].

Predating the ICF, Feuerstein presented a work disability model that looks at the biopsychosocial factors around work (re-)participation from medical condition to
Providing a Definition of VR

An ICF-based definition of “rehabilitation” has been presented as a “health strategy that [is] based on the WHO’s integrative model of human functioning and disability [which] aims to enable people with health conditions experiencing or likely to experience disability, to achieve and maintain optimal functioning in interaction with the environment [35].” Considering “rehabilitation” as a key word and starting point, we believe that this same principle for the definition can be applied in the context of vocation or work that is VR.

The first step is developing a definition based on a unifying model in VR that is not intended to be specific to a certain vocation, provider, country, etc., then from this generic model, a more specific model may be developed to suite specific needs. VR-specific models, if used along with the ICF, can be useful in understanding the most significant aspects of VR and work disability in general. VR has been defined in many ways depending on the perspective. It is tempting to propose a precise definition from each perspective but because of the diversity of VR as a field, it might be preferable to provide the broadest definition possible which could then be operationalized in specific settings. A definition which seems comprehensive at a first glance refers to VR as “medical, psychological, social and occupational activities aiming to re-establish among sick or injured people with previous work history, their working capacity and prerequisites for returning to the labour market” [36]. However, the definition excludes those who have never worked or have had minimal or sporadic work experiences [37]. For example, many young people in unfavourable economic situations may find it extremely difficult to enter the labour market to begin with and those with developmental disabilities in particular may find it even harder. Both groups may not have work experience at all and may also benefit from VR. Therefore, including “entry” into the labour force through VR may be important to consider when defining VR. In a way, VR might be an old term for what nowadays would be called return to work (RTW) after illness or injury, or work (re-)integration for workers with activity limitations [38]. However, looking at the process of RTW, from a purpose and problem-based point of view, VR may be similar to work or workplace rehabilitation or occupational rehabilitation [15]. Hence, the term VR will be used in this paper as the overall construct.

From a societal context, VR is designed to maximize work participation of persons with disabilities and to promote their full integration and participation in the society [39]. VR involves the processes by which services improve a person’s capacity for work, help them return to work or assume work duties at a permanent and sustainable level. These processes are subject to explanation and evaluation. Vocational rehabilitation can also be seen as an outcome oriented intervention, subject to evaluation by Randomized Controlled Trials and longitudinal evaluation.
Consequently, the outcome measures of such an intervention are important to consider, not in terms of a dichotomy (on/off work) but within the continuum of work participation—from not working or working in sheltered environments to full time regular duty. Hence, the full scope of work participation is important to consider [26, 40].

A definition should include the aim of VR to help people participate in working life, either because they carry an elevated risk to suffer from impairment in working life (secondary prevention) or to help them cope with impairments in their work participation (tertiary prevention). Accordingly, VR must have in its definition a consideration for all kinds of diseases or disabilities, and all kinds of interventions and approaches that are relevant towards participation in working life.

VR should be worker (or client/patient)-centered and should be based on current evidence, which is delivered jointly by health professionals (such as physicians, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, and nurses), non-health related professionals (such as case managers, rehabilitation counsellors, and job coaches in some areas; insurers, home caregivers, etc.). This VR intervention is dynamic in that, until an optimal and sustainable outcome can be achieved, there may also be one or more professionals involved, working concurrently and collaboratively or alone but in communication with other stakeholders such as employers and work supervisors. Depending on jurisdiction and social security conditions, various disciplines will be involved in VR who will operate at the interface of work and health care. Any discipline-based definition would easily exclude large groups of professionals involved in some countries but not in all.

VR has a wide number of stakeholders including workers, health and non-health professionals, health organizations, insurers, representatives of the social security and labour system, family, employer or work supervisor. VR, similar to other fields of practice, consists of an assessment that identifies problems and relevant factors and proposes subsequent intervention which may be followed by a re-assessment. Assessments may involve the worker, the job, workplace, performance, environment, and community in some instances. For example, part of the assessment may include identifying the job demands and evaluating potential barriers (e.g. environmental barriers in the ICF). Environment-based assessments could include worksite assessments, job analyses, work-study, personal relations at work, health and safety and travel to work.

VR provides services or programs that are funded and organized with the explicit aim of enabling work participation for persons with work-related disability. The services can be located in a range of environments or among different service settings. VR could consist of services by a range of specialists who have training or experience related to working, workplaces, labour market, and health conditions, as well as activity and participation as they relate to work and employment. As a holistic process, VR providers can be based in traditional healthcare settings (e.g., clinics, hospitals) or those outside these traditional settings such as those in the community (e.g., work placement). VR or related services may be publicly available (provided or coordinated by government agencies) or it can also be provided by private healthcare organizations or outpatient clinics [41, 42], or non-profit organizations. Delivery of VR services can depend on a variety of resources such as equipment, standardized measures (self-report or objective outcome measures), and human resources, such as enlisting natural supports.

VR services are based on individual needs and defined as resources or services a person might need to be employable or to be employed, such as assistive technology devices and counselling and skills development services (e.g. products and technology, services, systems and policies as specified in the ICF). For instance, a person with blindness will need screen reading software to access a computer and people with a cognitive or mental disability might need a talking electronic reminder device programmed to prompt them when it is time to perform certain tasks. In the area of intellectual disability, VR assessment may involve addressing work attitudes and qualification skills into the “job world”. People who have limited work histories or have experienced lengthy marginalization from the workforce in particular need ongoing services for supported employment. Services that may be considered as “ongoing” include addressing emotional stability, human relations, motivation for work, psychosocial factors, learning a range of work-related skills, and developing job accommodations [43].

As an illustrative example, the US Core Council of Rehabilitation Education (CORE) which is charged to accredit academic programs in professional rehabilitation counselling, includes in its standards competencies and functions related to VR such as disability benefits and workers’ compensation system, work analysis and modification, job counselling, work conditioning, work environment, placement, and assistive technology in government and private and community-based VR programs [44]. This effort to standardize by CORE is consistent with published literature in VR.

In summary, there are five elements that are essential based on the discussion above and should be considered in a conceptual definition of VR (Fig. 1).

**Conceptualizing VR Using the ICF Interface**

The ICF, in order to describe functioning and disability, consists of components that include body structure and
body functions at the body level, and activities and participation at the community/society level. Functioning and disability as embodied in the ICF also consider the influence of contextual factors such as those related to the person and those related to the environment, on functioning. Therefore, functioning is a result of the interplay between and among these components.

The ICF offers a valuable framework for conceptualizing work disability and VR. It is broad in its application and conceptually generic. While this may be a challenge when it comes to specific VR settings, the ICF can be adapted to specific uses and purposes in VR. The ICF also covers the widest possible set of factors that may affect a person with a health condition. Being able to capture and consequently code for “functioning” or the lived experience of the person is fundamental to the ICF. The ICF is not limited to the person’s culture, region, or health condition [3]. With these benefits, the ICF can be conceptually useful to integrate a comprehensive picture of the person and the various factors involved in VR and the work (re-)entry process.

Given its benefits, limitations of the ICF and concerns related to its use have also been identified. For example, critics have argued that the classification requires further operational definition if it is to be useful in practice [45]. The ICF was commented as created from the perspective of “experts” and lacks the intersubjectivity of the lived experience of disability [46]. The ICF may be too broad which makes the operationalization of its categories difficult or less precise. In the context of VR, while providing a comprehensive list of domains, the ICF cannot be directly linked to concepts like work status, work productivity, work ability, and job type. The ICF does not currently provide specific categories for personal factors— which is an essential component in VR. Perhaps most troublesome is the concern that the ICF sustains an individual view of deviance from the norm, that compromises full access to basic rights of citizenship such as employment [47]. Development of conceptual clarity for and demonstration of the applicability of ICF is deemed useful for linking the ICF model to VR practices.

Within the ICF framework, VR may refer to a specific form of interventions that are primarily aimed to assist a person who has impaired, limited, or restricted work functioning while considering contextual factors such as personal and environmental factors to achieve optimal work participation (Fig. 2). The proposed conceptual definition supports a broad scope of services delivered and clientele served. For example, the definition is consistent with serving those whose work participation might be classed as “return to work” as well as those who are at risk in relation to making the transition to adult employment and those who are marginalized from employment. It encompasses a broad range of health conditions that have been associated with significant disruptions in work participation. It is noteworthy that under the conceptual definition there are differences across countries in how VR is structured and operationalized but there appears to be a common understanding of VR as focusing on achieving optimal work participation. For example, a comparison of the US and Sweden vocational rehabilitation systems, highlight the extent to which VR in the former is operationalized as a social service, in comparison to the more medical oriented service of the latter [48] but altogether shares the same purpose of RTW.

How is the ICF Compatible with Vocational Rehabilitation?

In our opinion, the ICF and VR-specific models complement each other. Many articles have been published supporting this ICF interface [26, 40, 49–53]. The work of Wasiak and colleagues used the ICF to examine time-based RTW outcomes employing the contextual factors around the person and the environment. They further suggest that the inconsistency in outcome measures in RTW could be addressed by following a common framework [50].
Recently, Young used the ICF to code for personal and environmental factors that may facilitate sustained RTW and inform intervention [49]. The most elaborate work so far has been published by Sandqvist and Henriksson in 2004 explicitly conceptualizing the assessment of work functioning to include body, individual, and society. Their conceptual framework also integrated the ICF contextual factors that influence work functioning over time [40]. Given these notable works, we do not see conflicting roles between the ICF and other VR or work disability-specific models. Moreover, the advantage of defining VR within the ICF is that it makes use of existing and common language which is consented upon and embedded in the WHO.

Where do We Go from Here?

A common understanding of VR and its operationalization will allow better communication with the stakeholders and will guide interventions provided within the scope of VR. Consequently, this understanding would lead to better management model for service delivery which maintains or improves the functioning of a person with disability within the context of employment. A shared conceptual definition will also benefit the ongoing dialogue about the meaning of VR and its many elements, preventing confusion among stakeholders, including workers. Moreover, an acceptable conceptual definition would provide a platform for legislation, professional development for VR practitioners, and reimbursement.

In our opinion, the ICF makes an innovative contribution to practice and research in VR by including the functioning and disability perspective, rather than the traditional biomedical or disease perspective alone. It is our hope that this paper will stimulate and encourage further discussion and dialogue at a global level.

The ICF’s conceptual framework is built upon a biopsychosocial and integrative model that helps us better understand the full scope of the lived experience of individuals in a VR program and the impact of health conditions on work functioning. The ICF, as a classification system, has code numbers, which are universal key words to be used in evaluation of individuals receiving VR services. Each country has a different language and its citizens have varying ranges of experiences, but an ICF code will unify them into comparable data that could be used to assess VR outcomes internationally. We therefore propose that the ICF be used to further develop advancements in the VR field.

VR applies and integrates work participation-relevant approaches in partnership between the person and the VR service provider and in appreciation of the person’s perception of his or her position in life and among different settings including hospitals, rehabilitation facilities, workplace, and community, as well as across different sectors, including health, education, labor, and social services, systems, and policies—all of which are embodied in the ICF. VR as an operationalization of rehabilitative strategy is anchored in enabling persons with work disability who are experiencing or are likely to experience problems in achieving and maintaining optimal vocational functioning and work participation. This definition is consistent with VR concepts of empowerment, including the critical role that patients have in working as partners in the process. Our conceptual definition not only highlights the importance of maximizing capacity and strengthening resources, but also of providing a facilitative environment. It stresses the need for VR providers to look at the interaction between the work ability and the environment to determine if VR interventions will best be directed toward the client, the environment, or both. This conceptual relationship is consistent with the ICF-based definition of a rehabilitation strategy [35].

Challenges

There are clear benefits to using the ICF within the VR context, although we also recognize the challenge that is ahead of us—namely the direct and precise application of the ICF in specific VR settings. We propose that the ICF and VR interface be explored further using empirical and qualitative studies and encouraging stakeholders’ participation.

The lack of classification of personal factors of the ICF may point to efforts that must be undertaken in the future to further understand their impact on work participation. Moreover, the operationalization of environmental factors could be challenging, especially considering the breadth of these factors in the workplace and around the worker. Hence, we suggest carefully investigating the role of contextual factors (personal and environment) in capturing important aspects of work functioning.

Different perspectives can be found that shape the understanding and practice of VR [54] therefore, an ideal definition should be “overarching” of these perspectives. We recognize that these differences in terms depend on the perspective. For example, VR as a term may not fit well in the broad area of economic development. VR has historically focused on the person as the source of problems in employment, while economic development perspectives have developed the idea that people who are routinely marginalized from employment are likely to undergo system-level disadvantages. An inclusive conceptual definition serves as a powerful organizing force that could help unite the diverse stakeholders of the VR field, and by
combining their knowledge and experience, advance the mission of enabling employment and re-employment of persons with disability.
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